MOBILE OIL ANALYSIS REPORT

[Trucks] 1689 - Diesel Engine

Unit Make: PETERBILT
Unit Model: (n/a)
Comp Make: CATEPILLAR
Comp Model: C-15
Serial No: (n/a)
Cust. Ref No.: (n/a)
Date Rec'd: Mar 8, 2012
Sample Date: Mar 2, 2012
Comp Model: C-15
Stub No.: KL-MFA04657
Diagnostican: Don Baldridge

RECOMMENDATION

Resample at the next service interval to monitor.

CONTAMINATION

There is no indication of any contamination in the component.

OIL CONDITION

Oil Type: (GENERIC) SAE 15W40
The condition of oil is suitable for further service.

WEAR

All component wear rates are normal.
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